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Proposal for amending the « Posting » Directive 96/71/EC

FIEC suggestions on the amendments tabled in the EMPL Committee
and on the draft compromise amendments

1. Introduction

In our position paper dated 20/9/2016 we clearly stated and explained why FIEC considers
that the proposed targeted revision is not needed, amongst others considering the on-going
implementation of the “Enforcement” Directive 2014/67/EC.

We would like to reconfirm the messages of our position paper, namely that a revision of the
Posting Directive is not needed, and insist on the fact that we consider that the proposal does
not address the real concerns related to “posting”. Most of the problems identified in relation
to “posting” are linked, on the one hand, to difficulties or shortcomings in the application and
enforcement of the existing legislative framework and, on the other hand, to illegal practices,
which will not be solved by this proposal. It is therefore on these problems that priorities must
be concentrated before considering possible changes to the legislative framework itself. 1

However, given the development of the discussions in the European Parliament and in the
Council, in order to ensure a constructive approach to the debates we decided to submit to the
members of the EMPL Committee some proposals for amendments (dated 30/1/2017) and we
are pleased to see that some of them have been effectively tabled.

2. Suggestions on the proposed Amendments

In view of the vote in the EMPL Committee we would like to give the following suggestions in
support of some of the amendments presented, as well as on some of the draft compromise
amendments.

a) Regarding the issue of “remuneration” :

FIEC supports Objective/Justification
AM 373 It is important to maintain the reference to the “minimum rates of pay”,

but also to list which other elements have also to be taken into account,
amongst others in the light of the ECJ rulings.

AM 392
AM 409
AM 411

Important to maintain the reference to the “minimum rates of pay” and
to underline that they are defined by the national law and/or practice of
the host Member State.
It is also important to cover the other elements that have to be taken
into account, according to the ECJ rulings

1 In line with this general FIEC position our Swedish member federation « Sveriges Byggindustrier » doesn’t support any of
the proposed amendments
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b) Regarding the “duration” :

FIEC supports Objective/Justification

AM 325
AM 326
AM 327
AM 328
AM 329

The proposed “6 months effective duration” can easily be circumvented
and be abused. Bogus posting can be addressed via Art. 3 and 4 of the
“Enforcement” Directive which gives the competent national authorities
the prerogative to identify non-genuine posting and abuses.

c) Regarding “sub-contracting” :

FIEC supports Objective/Justification
AM 447
AM 448
AM 449
AM 450
AM 451
AM 452
AM 453
AM 454

The proposed provision interferes with the national industrial relations
systems and wage setting mechanisms, on the one hand, by including
also those conditions resulting from non-universally applicable collective
agreements, and, on the other hand, for companies with their own
collective agreements, by making such agreements inapplicable to
some of its workers, in case of posting as sub-contractors.

d) Other issues :

FIEC supports Objective/Justification
AM 272 It should be clarified in the scope of the directive that this directive

establish minimum rights and obligations and that this directive is
without prejudice to the competences of the Member States to apply or
introduce rules, which are more favourable to workers, or to permit or
promote the application of collective agreements, which are more
favourable to workers.

AM 306
AM 347

In case of a non-genuine posted worker(s) or a non-genuine posting
company, the concerned worker(s) shall be deemed a worker(s) of the
host member state.

AM 419
AM 440
Amendment B

Double payment of other elements of equal or similar nature must be
avoided.

AM 510 It is important to have access in a clear and transparent manner to all
the needed information on the terms and conditions of employment
referred to in Article 3 that are applicable in the host Member State.

AM 474
AM 475
AM 476
AM 477
AM 479
Amendment M

Travel and lodging costs related to “posting” cannot be considered to be
part of the minimum wage and cannot be deducted from the wages.


